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 َ(* GُُHIَْJوَن ِ(' ُدوDِ4ِ إBِ/ أَْ"َ<*ًء َ"</?ْ>ُُ<#َ=* أ4َ>6ُْ َوآ-َ*ؤ67ُُ (/* أ34َََل ا0/ُ ِ-َ,* ِ('
KََL7َْأ /'MَِٰO6ُ َوP?QَOْا 'ُ$PGOا RَِOَٰإِ$/*هُ ۚ ذ /Bِوا إGُُHIَْJ /Bَأ Kَ)ََأ ۚ َِP0 /Bِ6ُ إMْVُOٍْن ۚ إِِن ا*َXYْ"ُ 

اO]/*ِس YَIَْ$ Bَُ<#َن
You worship not besides Him except [mere] names you have named them, 

you and your fathers, for which Allah has sent down no authority. 
Judgement is not but for Allah . He has commanded that you worship not 

except Him. That is the correct religion, but most of the people do not know
(/* أ34َََل اXYْ"ُ ')ِ *,َ-ِ ُ/0َ*ٍن

for which Allah has sent down no authority
!" : not 
sent down : أ%$ل
 Allah : ا'
!)* : with it
 ب + +!
-" : from 
evidence : 01/!ن
Verb : 3َ0َ1َ : give authority

Yusuf 890 ا567م: tells them that the gods they worship do not have any 
authority over anyone. They cannot even do anything for themselves, so 
how could they benefit anyone else. 
The strongest evidence is Divine; whatever Allah sends is correct and 
perfect.




This verse is true for all false religions. They are the ones who make the 
idols and name them; the idols themselves are unable to do anything, let 
alone name themselves.
Allah has named Himself with the most perfect and beautiful names, أ1>!ء 
 .No one can invent other names for Allah .ا7?6<=


0 /Bِ6ُ إMْVُOْإِِن ا
Judgement is not but for Allah

not : إن
AB?7ا : judgement 
Verb : AَBَCَ : to judge or decide
Eّإ : except
' : for Allah 
ِل + ا'

The names of Allah derived from the verb AَBَCَ are : 
- AGِ!?7ا : the Ruler
Everyone submits to Allah, by force or by choice
- ABَ?َ7ا : the One who Judges
Allah judges between two people. A human judge would look at evidence, 
and consult witnesses, then reach a decision. This decision is not perfect, 
because evidence can be fabricated, and witnesses can lie while testifying. 
But Allah knows everything, nothing is hidden from Him. He is the Most 
Just, the Most Compassionate, the Most Merciful. Therefore His judgement 
is perfect.

- A9B?َ7ا : the All-Wise
All the decisions of Allah are based on His perfect and complete wisdom. 
Nothing that happens is random, or a coincidence. 




Yusuf 890 ا567م: did not relate his story to his fellow prisoners. He was a 
messenger, but he knew he was a slave of Allah; he did not complain and 
exceed his boundaries. He knew that honour is to submit to Allah, and Allah 
would never forsake His slaves. The praise and dispraise of people is not 
important; what is of value is the pleasure of Allah, that He should be 
pleased with you. 
There are three kinds of judgement or ABC : 
the judgement of the decree : اAB?7 اJK7ري -
The judgement of Allah is apparent in His decree. People move from place 
to place, everyone having different stations in life. Whatever Allah decrees 
for you is the best. 
Yusuf knew this, that whatever Allah decrees for him will be the best.
- L:MNّ7ا AB?7ا : the judgement of the legislations
Allah has the right to set rules and legislations, because the entire universe 
is His dominion. When He created the universe, He based everything on 
rules. Everything is organized, be it gravity, the tides, the planets, the 
percentage of different gasses in the air. Allah also set the legislations. 
The rules of Allah are the best, whether you like them or not. Complaining 
about them is not going to change anything. The OPQMR or Islamic rules are 
suitable to all mankind and Jinn. 
- LSا$T7ا AB?7ا : the judgement of retribution
We as humans have a great responsibility to submit to Allah, because for 
us there is Paradise or Hell. The retribution is only for humans and jinns, all 
the other creations will become dust after death. 
Allah gave these two groups a special name in Surah Ar-Rahman, 
 : the two heavy ones. There are two explanations to the weight ,[ ا5KU7ن ]
- The weight of the responsibility of the religion
- The weight of our deeds



In the end, whatever the situation, you will die. Allah will decide who did 
right or wrong, so do not judge people. When someone dies, do not run to 
find out details of his death, so that you may decide whether he had a good 
end or not, this is not your business. Supplicate for the dead person, do not 
exceed your limits as a human being. You do not know who will go to 
Paradise or Hell, that is for Allah to decide. No one can change anyone, 
you are only the means. Allah is the Judge. You are a slave of Allah. Do not 
question any rules set by Allah. 
Yusuf implied that these words were from Allah, not himself. He did not 
judge anyone. 

أََ(Kَ أGُُHIَْJ /Bَوا إBِ/ إِ$/*هُ ۚ
He has commanded that you worship not except Him

Mَ"أ : He commanded
Eّأ : that not
E + أن
JWPX  : you all worshipوا
Verb : JََW:َ : to worship
Eّإ : except
Him :  إQ!ه

This is the main command of Allah, for which we will be recompensed. On 
top of all the other rules is ُهJCدة ا' و!W:, worship of Allah alone. 

This is the message Yusuf wanted to convey. He started with an 
introduction to soften their hearts, then a parable to raise doubts in their 
minds, then told them about Allah. 
Human beings have an inborn need to worship. They look for the qualities 
of power and perfection. All human beings have a small child in them which 
needs protection and support. 



Some people need to be put in difficult circumstances to turn to Allah, and  
to be able to reach Paradise. 
The more humble you are to Allah, the more you are honoured. The more 
arrogant you are, the more you are humbled.

6ُP?QَOْا 'ُ$PGOا RَِOَٰذ
That is the correct religion

that : ذ7[
This word is used to describe things far away, J9PW07 رة!Rإ A1ا. Here it is 
used to exalt and honour.

-QJ7ا : the religion 
           the way
Religion consists of : 
- belief
- legislations 
- manners
The goal of the religion is the correct creed or ةJ9KP7ا

M9_ ̀aG =7إ abcdا eQM/7ا c+ -QJ7ا 
Religion is the way to reach all good

Allah says in Surah Aali-Imran : 


ْ"َ[ُم ِ ْ̂ إِن/ اGَ[_ِ 'َ$PGO ا0/ِ ا

Indeed, the religion in the sight of Allah is Islam
3:19

Honour is only in Islam.
A9K7ا : the upright, straight 
Verb : َم!f : standing




In Surah Al-Kahf, Allah describes the Quran as : 
cَ[ِ)ِْd اYُ>َIَْ$ 'َ$bِ/O#َن اVَِO*/aO*ِت أَن/ ُْeا KَPfَHُ$َو Dُْ4Gُ/O 'P) اGً$Gِgَ *"ًْhَ- َرbِ[ُ?PO *>ًP?iَ 

*ً[jَkَ ًاKlَْ6ْ أ,ُOَ
[He has made it] straight, to warn of severe punishment from Him and to 
give good tidings to the believers who do righteous deeds that they will 

have a good reward
18:2

There is no crookedness in Islam. There is nothing extreme about it either, 
no left or right turns, not too difficult, and not too easy; a little challenging, 
so you can savour the reward. It suits all cultures, all kinds of people. 
When you take the religion initially, don't take everything together, or you 
will be overwhelmed, and will not be able to remain consistent. The best 
deeds are the ones which might be less, but constant. This is not for 
obligations, which are compulsory. But any additional worship should not 
be made a burden. 

َوMَِٰO'/ أKََL7َْ اO]/*ِس YَIَْ$ Bَُ<#َن
but most of the people do not know

-B7 و : but
MUGأ : most
people : ا7<!س
E : do not
c<0PQ : they knowن
Verb :  Aَِ0:َ : to know

Therein lies the problem, lack of knowledge. The key to reach Allah is 
knowledge. You must train yourself to use the knowledge to reach 
Paradise. 
The Messenger of Allah A01 0= ا' :890 وb said : 

O>T7إ7= ا !KًQMi 8* 87 'ا a)1 !<0: 89j k<l0Q !KًQMi ]01 -"



١٣٨١ # pQJC ، ب # ١٣!lG ، A06" رواه
Allah makes the way to Paradise easy for him who treads the path in 
search of knowledge.
Most people do not have the correct knowledge, about how to reach 
Paradise. Allah describes the majority of mankind as unaware. 
Be from the minority, thank Allah, ask Him to increase you in faith and 
knowledge.  

 


 








